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Phantom Tales of the Night
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Written by STEVE NILES and ADAM JONES Art by TOM
MANDRAKE Cover by ANDREA SORRENTINO Two of
the most popular horror properties of the last two
decades collide in this harrowing six-issue adventure
of epic proportions. When evidence of a cannibal killer
in Alaska draws the attention of the FBI, Mulder and
Scully draw the less-than-glamorous assignment. But
all is not as it seems. Not only has the long seasonal
darkness begun to fall, but there's something
unnatural going on. And how is a chilling, mysterious
black ship connected to the murders? Co-published
with IDW Publishing. On sale JULY 6 - 144 pg, FC,
$17.99 US - MATURE READERS

30 Days of Night: Dark Days
The Vampire Book
The town of Barrow, Alaska experiences an
unexpected and brutal murder that is the precursor to
much worse things the reimagining of 30 Days of
Night continues in an all-new and all-horrifying
direction!

The Son of the Night
The Ultimate Collection of Vampire Facts and Fiction
From Vlad the Impaler to Barnabas Collins to Edward
Cullen to Dracula and Bill Compton, renowned religion
expert and fearless vampire authority J. Gordon
Melton, PhD takes the reader on a vast, alphabetic
tour of the psychosexual, macabre world of the bloodPage 2/13
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sucking undead. Digging deep into the lore, myths,
pop culture, and reported realities of vampires and
vampire legends from across the globe, The Vampire
Book: The Encyclopedia of the Undead exposes
everything about the blood thirsty predator. Death
and immortality, sexual prowess and surrender,
intimacy and alienation, rebellion and temptation. The
allure of the vampire is eternal, and The Vampire
Book explores it all. The historical, literary,
mythological, biographical, and popular aspects of
one of the world's most mesmerizing paranormal
subject. This vast reference is an alphabetical tour of
the psychosexual, macabre world of the soul-sucking
undead. In the first fully revised and updated edition
in a decade, Dr. J. Gordon Melton (president of the
American chapter of the Transylvania Society of
Dracula) bites even deeper into vampire lore, myths,
reported realities, and legends that come from all
around the world. From Transylvania to plagueinfested Europe to Nostradamus and from modern
literature to movies and TV series, this exhaustive
guide furnishes more than 500 essays to quench your
thirst for facts, biographies, definitions, and more.

30 Days of Night: Ongoing Vol. 2
30 Days of Night
A special illustrated screenplay edition of the chilling
graphic novel, which is now headed to the big screen,
offers the complete shooting script and features
behind-the-scenes production photos, interviews with
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the cast and crew, and much more. Media tie-in.

30 Days of Night: Light of Day
"That is your secret, isn't it?" Murakumo Inn welcomes
the troubled masses, human or otherwise. But its
curious innkeeper accepts only one form of payment:
a being's deepest secrets. Tonight's visitors are a
beautiful snow phantom, a researcher of the
supernatural, anda baby?! Come witness the
fantastical tales spun at this mysterious inn.

By Night
The companion volume to The Complete 30 Days of
Night gets the same deluxe treatment in this ultimate
hardcover collection. Containing the six-issue miniseries that follows Stella Oleman's efforts to expose
the presence of vampires to the world, this impressive
package also features a wide array of bonus material:
Steve Niles's original outline and all six scripts, a
complete cover gallery, conceptual artwork by Ben
Templesmith and a brand-new 30 Days of Night short
story penned by Steve Niles!

International Journal of Comic Art
Steve Niles and Ben Templesmith's vampiric
nightmare has been hailed as one of the scariest
blood-sucker tales ever told. Now, all three softcover
volumes of 30 Days of Night, Dark Days, and Return
to Barrow are collected in this handsome slipcase,
complete with a numbered tip-in plate signed by Niles
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and Templesmith.

Spreading the Disease
"As a band of hungry vampires descends on the town
of Barrow, Alaska, during a period of winter darkness,
the townspeople's only hope lies with the husbandand-wife sheriff team of Stella and Eben
Olemaun"--NoveList.

The Deseret Weekly
30 Days of Night (2017) #2
Picking up from the literal ashes of 30 Days of Night,
30 Days of Night: Dark Days follows Stella Olemaun's
efforts to warn the world about the threat the
vampires pose the vampires who overran Barrow,
Alaska, killing her husband and most of the town.

30 Days of Night Collector's Set
500 Essential Graphic Novels
When the town of Barrow, Alaska goes dark for the
winter, normally it experiences a mass exodus of
residents looking to ride out the long night in warmer,
brighter climes. But this year, the darkness is bringing
with it visitors the kind that have razor-sharp teeth
and an unholy thirst for human blood. The feeding has
begun.
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Darkness at Noon
Agent Michael Henson had all the evidence he needed
to prove to the world that vampires exist, but the
government took it all away, and now he must follow
a path of carnage and gore in hopes of finding the
answer to why anyone would want to put a vampire
into space.

30 Days of Night: Ongoing Vol. 3 - Run,
Alice, Run
In the sleepy and secluded town of Barrow, Alaska -the northernmost settlement in North America -- its
citizens are preparing for the annual coming of the
Dark, when the sun will set for more than thirty
consecutive days and nights. But this year, the Dark
will bring something else. From across the frozen
wasteland, a horrifying evil descends upon Barrow,
mercilessly besieging its residents with unrelenting
terror and swift death. And as the darkness continues
and the thirty days of night seemingly have no end in
sight, Barrow's only remaining hope lies with Sheriff
Eben Oleson and Deputy Stella Oleson, a husband
and wife who are torn between saving the town they
love and their own survival

Phantom Tales of the Night
Fright-master Steve Niles continues the all-new,
critically acclaimed 30 DAYS OF NIGHT ongoing
series! As Alice Blood debates her future with the FBI,
a new threat from the North comes to America.
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Barrow, Alaska, has been massacred. And the death
of a vampire leads her once great love to become the
greatest enemy humankind has ever known.

30 Days of Night
Fright-master Steve Niles returns to the creation that
launched his career for an all-new 30 Days of Night
series, with warped genius Sam Kieth handling the art
duties. Features an all-new cast of characters being
introduced to the world of 30 Days of Night for the
first time!

30 Days of Night
Home to high school best friends Jane Langstaff and
Heather Meadows, Spectrum is a boomtown that’s
long since stopped booming, with nothing to show for
its former glory but the abandoned Charleswood
Estate, its dwindling sprocket millions, and the story
of the disappeared industrialist who founded the
place But deep within Charleswood, unbeknownst to
anyone, there is a device called the Eidolon, which
can open up a doorway to an otherworldly dimension.
And Heather and Jane are about to go knocking.
Eisner Award nominee John Allison (Giant Days, Scary
Go Round), and artist Christine Larsen (Adventure
Time) invite you beyond the Eidolon, to a world of
bizarre creatures and fantastical, hilarious adventure.

30 Days of Night: Ongoing #6
Part 1 of 6. Picking up from the literal ashes of 30
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Days of Night, 30 Days of Night: Dark Days follows
Stella Olemaun's efforts to warn the world about the
threat the vampires pose the vampires who overran
Barrow, Alaska, killing her husband and most of the
town.

30 Days of Night
Following the death of his beloved Stella, Eben
Olemaun has embraced the dark side of vampirism.
Armies are being raised and targets being set. All that
stands between life and chaos are Alice Blood and a
handful of unsuspecting federal agents. The war
between the living and the undead has begun.

30 Days of Night Movie Novelization
30 Days of Night (2017) #4
Packed with fun cartoons and images, informative
sidebars, and commentary, "Comic Books 101" takes
readers from the humble beginnings of the comic
book all the way through to the popularity of today's
comic-based blockbuster films.

The Complete Dark Days
Following the death of his beloved Stella, Eben
Olemaun has embraced the dark side of vampirism.
Armies are being raised and targets being set. All that
stands between life and chaos are Alice Blood and a
handful of unsuspecting federal agents. The war
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between the living and the undead has begun!

30 Days of Night #6
Welcome to Murakumo Inn, a curious establishment
that opens its doors to the troubled masses, human or
otherwise. But to pay for the stay, the equally curious
innkeeper takes payment only in the form of one's
deepest secretsWho will come calling today?

Comic Books 101
30 Days of Night: Ongoing Vol. 2
Fright-master Steve Niles continues the all-new 30
Days of Night series. As Alice Blood debates her
future with the FBI, a new threat from the North
comes to America. But as word of a Barrow Massacre
reaches Los Angeles, Agent Blood knows she can no
longer stay away from her duty. Something wicked is
coming her way, and all the agents of Project Red will
be unable to stem the bloody tide.

30 Days of Night: Ongoing Vol. 1
30 Days of Night
Featuring full-color images from the best moments in
graphic novel history, this comprehensive reference
explores everything from dragons, cow races, and
monstrous rats to insider secrets from Casanova
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himself. Includes top ten must-reads for every popular
genre.

Clive Barker's Books of Blood
The X-Files/30 Days of Night
Agent Michael Henson had all the evidence he needed
to prove to the world that vampires exist, but the
government took it all away, and now he must follow
a path of carnage and gore in hopes of finding the
answer to why anyone would want to put a vampire
into space.

Origines Kalendariae Hellenicae
A terrifying species of legend that exists in shadow
and thrives in night, preying on and intriguing an
unsuspecting modern worldÉ An amoral, clandestine
government operation that uses whatever means
necessary to inflict maximum damage upon one of
the most frightening and demonized forces humanity
has ever encounteredÉ And all of mankind is
threatened by the chain of events set in motion by
this unrestrained conflict, and the ripple effects of a
new element to the hostilities will forever alter the
rules of engagement.

Brief on Prohibition of Night Work in
Factories
The horrifying finale! Bloody terror has overtaken
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Barrow, Alaska, as hungry vampires seek out human
prey in the endless dark. Can newly appointed (and
newly widowed) Sheriff Stella Olemaun save the last
desperate vestiges of humanity in the town before it's
too late?

30 Days of Night: Ongoing Vol. 2
Fright-master Steve Niles continues the all-new 30
Days of Night series. As Alice Blood debates her
future with the FBI, a new threat from the North
comes to America. But as word of a Barrow Massacre
reaches Los Angeles, Agent Blood knows she can no
longer stay away from her duty. Something wicked is
coming her way, and all the agents of Project Red will
be unable to stem the bloody tide.

The X Files
First published in 1941, a classic portrait of a Soviet
revolutionary who is imprisoned and tortured under
Stalin's rule finds him agonizingly reflecting on his
ironic career under the totalitarian movement.

30 Days of Night: Dark Days #1
The darkness is coming to Wainright, Alaska. A group
of frozen bodies are eerily and impossibly arranged at
the top of a 40-foot pole, so FBI agents Fox Mulder
and Dana Scully are called in to investigate. X-Files /
30 Days of Night brings together two iconic
franchises, pitting the government's best supernatural
investigators against a horde of parasitic vampires.
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Origines Kalendariae Hellenicae: or, the
history of the primitive calendar among
the Greeks, before and after the
legistation of Solon
Fright-master Steve Niles continues the all-new 30
Days of Night series. As Alice Blood debates her
future with the FBI, a new threat from the North
comes to America. But as word of a Barrow Massacre
reaches Los Angeles, Agent Blood knows she can no
longer stay away from her duty. Something wicked is
coming her way, and all the agents of Project Red will
be unable to stem the bloody tide.

The Book of the Thousand Nights and a
Night
The Book of the Thousand Nights and a
Night
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